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Recommenders you can rely on
A legal and empirical perspective on the transparency and control individuals require to trust news personalisation

by Max van Drunen, Brahim Zarouali and Natali Helberger

Abstract: This article explores the role law can play to support trust in the context of news personalisation. The need to ensure trust in the face of technological changes in information dissemination is an important aspect of both recent horizontal legislation such as the Digital Services Act, as well as context-specific specific efforts surrounding for example disinformation. In these legal discussions, however, what trust is, why law should promote it, and what concrete measures are suitable to do so often remain ambiguous. This raises suspicions over whether trust is simply a selling point of traditional legal measures, and if not, what concrete role law can and should play to promote trust. This article focuses on the role control and transparency measures can play to safeguard trust in organisations that use news personalisation. It first analyses how trust should be understood in the context of news personalisation, how media regulation has traditionally supported trust, and how it should continue to do so in the context of news personalisation. It then draws on a conceptual framework of transparency measures in the context of news personalisation to survey how important different transparency and control measures are to the individuals who place trust in organisations that use personalisation. Law’s current focus on informing individuals about and empowering them to stop personalisation does not account for the importance of enabling individuals to control how news is personalised.
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A. Introduction

1 Trust is an intuitively appealing concept. It implies individuals can rely on other parties or technologies without having to fully understand or control them. This has always been crucial for organisations that provide news to an audience that does not have the access, expertise, or time to verify this information.1
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It takes on added importance now that information is increasingly distributed with the use of algorithms that are hard even for experts to fully understand. A number of recent policy initiatives, including horizontal regulations such as the Digital Services Act (DSA) and sector-specific policies surrounding disinformation, accordingly, highlight the need to increase trust in the online environment.
This article focuses on a specific technology that helps individuals to navigate the online media environment, namely news personalisation. Personalisation is used by online platforms to determine what (if any) news is shown to which individual based on their characteristics, and is also one of the most important applications of automated decision-making in the traditional news media.

2 The relationship between regulation and trust is complicated. Simply focusing on the need to increase trust shifts attention away from the need to ensure companies using personalisation algorithms are actually trustworthy, and puts the emphasis on the need for individuals to accept them. Ensuring trustworthiness, for example by regulating the data used in personalisation or by requiring platforms to limit the risks their recommender systems pose, has accordingly been an important part of the legal debate. Ensuring trustworthiness, however, does not automatically lead to trust—individuals must also be able to determine whether they can trust another party. Transparency and control, especially concerning the need for algorithmic explainability, has played a dominant role in this context. Indeed, the provisions in the DSA dedicated to recommender systems focus exclusively on transparency and control.

3 How the regulatory approach to trust relates to the perspective of the individuals who interact with (personalisation) algorithms remains underexplored. Legal discussions instead highlight why trust in technology is important, how technological transformations generally challenge trust, and what role legal measures should play in safeguarding trust. At the same time, existing empirical literature focused on trust in personalisation remains disconnected from normative discussions over why and how regulation should enable trust.
face of this disconnect between legal and empirical discussions on trust, regulation has to promote trust without taking into account the perspectives of the individuals who actually place their trust in organisations using personalisation to inform them. This limits our understanding of how law can promote trust in a manner that supports both normative objectives as well as individuals’ needs.

This article explores, from the perspective of individuals, how trust in organisations that use personalisation should be safeguarded through transparency and control measures. It combines an analysis of the ways in which legislation can safeguard trust in the context of personalisation with a survey that explores the perceptions of the individuals who place trust. In particular, we explore how important respondents report different control and transparency measures to be to their trust in organisations that use personalisation to inform them. By focusing on news personalisation the article aims to account for the context-specific challenges which arise when decision-making is automated in a specific field such as the media. The underlying assumption is that trust in technology, and the reasons why regulation should promote it, are shaped by the specific task which technology is relied on to perform.

Section B defines trust in the context of news personalisation and analyses the reasons why and ways in which media regulation has been used to promote trust. Sections C and D connect this analysis to the way in which individuals form trust in technology. The sections draw on a conceptual framework of algorithmic transparency in the context of news personalisation to develop and report the results of a survey that gauges what transparency, control, and (self-)regulation individuals find important when they determine whether to trust organisations which use personalisation to inform them. The article concludes by outlining how regulation can enable individuals to trust organisations that use personalisation to inform them.
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B. The relationship between law, trust, and news personalisation.

I. Trust and its role in law

6 This paper defines trust as the willingness to be vulnerable to the actions of another based on positive expectations about their actions. Although it has been notoriously difficult to reach a consensus about the exact meaning of trust, this definition contains three commonly used elements which are important to understand this article’s approach to trust and its relation to law and the media. First, trust is relational: it involves one party (the trustor) placing trust in another (the trustee). The exact nature of this ‘another’ is quite flexible. Literature on trust in the media traditionally focused on trust in the media as an institution, specific types of media (such as print or broadcasting), or a specific organisation, journalist, or message. Research into the impact of the use of technology, including personalisation, on trust in media is generally incorporated into these existing approaches. Studies have for example explored to what extent individuals are willing to trust specific types of media that heavily rely on personalisation (such as social media), or how the use of personalisation impacts individuals’ trust in a the organisation that uses personalisation.
This article similarly approaches personalisation as another factor that can influence individuals’ trust in the organisation that informs them, rather than treating personalisation algorithms themselves as a new object of trust.

7 Second, trust involves vulnerability. Trust only comes into play when something is at stake, and the possibility exists that the trustor’s vulnerability will be exploited. Vulnerability also tailors trust definitions to specific contexts. Trust in the media typically centres on its editorial function, that is, whether it can be expected to provide relevant and reliable information. Operationalisations of trust in media capture different aspects of this editorial function, such as accuracy, comprehensiveness, and fairness. Personalisation changes the way in which (some of) these editorial functions are fulfilled. Instead of an editor deciding what information the audience should see, each individual is given their own selection of articles by a personalisation algorithm controlled by editors, engineers, and/or business departments. This change in the way organisations inform their audiences may particularly affect aspects of trust that concern the way the media selects what events to cover, such as trust in the comprehensiveness or diversity of the reporting. Conversely, aspects of trust that are closely related to the way news is produced (such as trust in the accuracy of the reporting) may be unaffected by personalisation, at least when an organisation uses personalisation to recommend articles produced through its traditional editorial processes (as is often the case in the legacy news media). It should also be noted that personalisation’s impact on trust is not necessarily negative. For example, individuals may trust algorithmically delivered news more when they perceive algorithms to be more neutral than human editors. As we argue below, the goal of law in this context should not be to promote trust, but to ensure individuals’ trust is based on correct assumptions.

8 Vulnerability is also the element that can make trust such a hollow concept for legal literature. The need to prevent vulnerabilities from being exploited is nothing new in law, which already contains a wide range of values and mechanisms to do exactly that. These include specific values such as the right to receive information and privacy, as well as more overarching concepts such as autonomy. Trust does not have any added analytical value in legal discussions if it is simply used to refer to the need to protect these values. The danger of trust being used in this way is exacerbated by the lack of a consensus operationalisation in European Quality News Media (2019) 7 Digital Journalism 1054 <https://doi.org/10.1080/21670811.2019.1624185> accessed 14 January 2020; Neil Thurman and others, ‘My Friends, Editors, Algorithms, and I’ (2019) 7 Digital Journalism 447, 459 <https://doi.org/10.1080/21670811.2018.1493936> accessed 8 June 2021; Efrat Nechushtai and Seth C Lewis, ‘What Kind of News Gatekeepers Do We Want Machines to Be? Filter Bubbles, Fragmentation, and the Normative Dimensions of Algorithmic Recommendations’ (2019) 90 Computers in Human Behavior 298.
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21 As we argue below, the goal of law in this context should not be to promote trust, but to ensure individuals’ trust is based on correct assumptions.
on its precise definition. This ambiguity makes it possible to use trust as a rhetorical tool to refer to the need for technology, individuals, or institutions to act in line with an undetermined set of values every reader can fill in for themselves.

9 Trust is not only about one party being vulnerable to another, however. The third element of the definition above captures that trust is about an individual’s willingness to be vulnerable based on a positive expectation about the trustee’s actions. Trust thereby allows individuals to deal with the uncertainty on whether their vulnerability will be exploited. It does not require that every vulnerability is removed from an interaction, or that individuals engage in a fully rational cost-benefit analysis. Instead, trust functions as a heuristic that allows individuals to avoid such a complex analysis. Affective approaches to trust emphasise the role of emotion in this process, such as a feeling of security, while cognitive approaches highlight that individuals can also more consciously draw on information in their trust judgments, such as a website’s presentation. It is important to note that these two approaches are not mutually exclusive; like many other decisions, trust is likely influenced by both affective and cognitive factors.

10 In here also lies trust’s added value for law. Trust captures an essential manner in which individuals determine whether they will interact with those around them—in this case organisations that use personalisation to inform them. Trust facilitates these interactions by giving individuals a fast way to assess whether their vulnerability will be exploited if they rely on another party. Simply reducing the level of vulnerability, for example through rules which require organisations to address risks posed by their personalisation algorithms or limit how organisations can use the data they collect to personalise the news, is not necessarily enough to enable individuals to trust. Individuals must also be able to assess an organisation’s trustworthiness or be able to limit their vulnerability if they are not able to trust another party completely. Legal debates that ignore the function that trust plays in daily life, create the risk that individuals are not able to trust other individuals, organisations, or technologies, and are less able to interact with them as a result. This creates an issue when law aims to promote public values that enable individuals to interact with others, for example by receiving information from the media or privately informing themselves about controversial issues. From a legal perspective, trust accordingly functions as a bridge between regulatory efforts, which aim to secure public values (such as privacy or freedom of expression), and the actions which these regulatory efforts intend to enable individuals to take (such as receiving information which shapes their opinions or interacting with others without chilling effects).

II. Why media regulation is used to promote trust

11 At the most basic level, trust is relevant to legal discussions because of its ability to facilitate interactions. Societies are built on cooperative relationships, and individuals interact more easily when they are able to trust each other. However, law’s interest in facilitating interactions is of course selective. There is no legal value in promoting individuals’ trust in actors who will exploit that trust, nor the kind of trust that leads to interactions that run counter to public values, such as that which is necessary for cartels or criminal organisations to function. In the technological and media context of news personalisation, two goals in particular shape the kind of trust law aims to promote.

12 The necessity of trust in media law discussions is primarily driven by arguments that focus on the media’s role in democratic society. The media’s ability to play this role is not only based on its ability to collect and distribute information, but also on the audience’s willingness to absorb and act on this information. In an information environment where individuals are not able to determine which organisations they can trust, the media cannot fulfill its function as a public watchdog or source of information.

22 Guido Möllering, Trust: Reason, Routine, Reflexivity (Elsevier 2006).

23 Möllering (n 22).

24 DSA article 34-35; AI Act article 5, GDPR Chapter IV.


28 Tambini (n 4); Thomas Gibbons, ‘Building Trust in Press Regulation: Obstacles and Opportunities’ (2013) 5 Journal
Similarly, citizens cannot fulfil their role in the democratic process unless they are able to trust media organisations. Citizens rely on the media to provide them with information which they do not have the time, resources, or access to obtain themselves. Conversely, a lack of trust severely limits the information that citizens can use to take part in the political process. In other words, the media’s ability to fulfil its role in society presumes that citizens are able to trust the media.29

13 Economic goals feature particularly prominently in the broader legal discussion on the need for trust in Artificial Intelligence. In the words of the Commission, “lack of trust is a main factor holding back a broader uptake of AI.”30 A lack of trust is thereby framed as an economic inefficiency preventing individuals from using AI that is able to provide valuable services. Trust’s role as a precondition for acceptance has a long history. Some of the earliest research into trust in the media focused on the impact of perceived trustworthiness on the acceptance of a message.31 Literature on trust in personalisation systems often continues to take a rather short-term approach to promoting trust, sometimes simply operationalising trust as the acceptance of the system or its recommendations.32

AI policy emphasises the need for a more long-term acceptance of AI, for which the technology needs to earn trust and be consistently trustworthy.33

14 Democratic and economic perspectives on trust in the media can complement one another. Both focus on ensuring that a media organisation earns the trust of its audience by doing what it is relied on to do. Economic perspectives focus on the financial value of this interaction. Although this aspect is not the focal point of media law discussions, the need to create a media system in which quality journalism is financially sustainable and disinformation is not, is increasingly emphasised.34 Trust has a part to play in this context, given the relationship between trust and media use—as well as media scepticism and use of non-mainstream sources.35 The broader literature on media transparency accordingly highlights the importance of trust for the financial health of the media.36

15 Regulation’s ability to secure trust in the context of news personalisation is limited precisely because of the centrality of trust to the ability of media organisations to fulfil their democratic role. Regulations that require media organisations to act in a trustworthy way would allow for political interference in the manner in which the media and citizens interact. Wijermars, for example, has analysed how Russian legislation passed to preserve the “truthfulness and trustworthiness of the information that our citizens receive” enables the state to control the output of news recommenders by limiting the kinds of sources they can recommend.37

29 CoE, ‘Recommendation of the Committee of Ministers to Member States on a New Notion of Media’ (Council of Europe 2011) CM/Rec(2011)7 para 53 <https://search.coe.int/cm/Pages/result_details.aspx?ObjectID=09000016805cc2cd>.
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EU media regulation has therefore traditionally established only limited minimum norms regarding editorial responsibility, concerning among others an obligation to protect children from harmful content and a prohibition on subliminal advertising.\(^\text{38}\) As the next section explores further, regulation aims to create the conditions under which individuals can form trust in the media instead, for example through transparency norms that allow individuals themselves to evaluate the trustworthiness of media organisations or media content.

III. How media regulation promotes trust through transparency and control options

16 Transparency and control can make it easier for individuals to determine whether they will trust another party by allowing them to be less uncertain and vulnerable. At least from a conceptual perspective, this could prevent individuals from placing as much trust in others as they otherwise would. After all, transparency and control reduce the level of uncertainty and vulnerability that make trust possible. A similar argument is sometimes made with regard to the general relationship between law and trust. By requiring individuals and companies to (for example) not violate individuals’ privacy, law arguably takes away their ability to demonstrate their trustworthiness voluntarily.\(^\text{39}\)

17 The concern that legal measures displace trust inherently only applies when individuals would have placed trust even without e.g. transparency or control. However, as the above argued, regulation is used to enable individuals to trust precisely in situations where they would otherwise feel too uncertain or too vulnerable to do so. That is, media regulation lowers the bar for trust, making it easier for individuals to place trust in a wider variety of actors. Although this may limit the trust individuals would have placed in trustworthy actors even without legal measures being in place, this limitation must be seen in the context of the wider group of actors. Furthermore, the empirical evidence (at least in the context of the media) indicates transparency and generally does have a positive (albeit small) impact on trust.\(^\text{40}\) There are a wide variety of potential reasons for this, including the possibility that individuals see transparency as a signal that a company is trustworthy or are unaware of the fact that a company is only transparent because it is legally required to do so.\(^\text{41}\)

18 The first way in which media regulation promotes trust is by aligning expectations. By forcing parties to make their assumptions explicit and clarify how they fulfil their roles, media regulation can prevent unintended trust violations.\(^\text{42}\) In the context of the media, this way of promoting trust is strongly intertwined with the right to receive information, and more specifically its focus on enabling individuals to seek out a wide range of information. Regulation has traditionally facilitated the exercise of this right by ensuring the availability of information about the media organisation itself, thereby allowing individuals to evaluate how a media organisation fits into their media diet.\(^\text{43}\) Article 5 of the AVMSD (2018) 2018 articles 6a, 9(1)(b), 28b. Public Service Media have a special (and for certain public service media organisations such as the BBC, legal) obligation to act as a trusted source of information. Ofcom, ‘Operating Licence for the BBC’s UK Public Services’ (2020) s 1.243 - https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0017/107072/bbc-operating-licence.pdf.

See on these arguments e.g. Nissenbaum (n 8) 121.

See e.g. Fisher and others (n 40) 7; Toff and others (n 28) 16; Bernadette Uth, Laura Badura and Bernd Blöbaum, ‘Perceptions of Trustworthiness and Risk: How Transparency Can Influence Trust in Journalism’ in Bernd Blöbaum (ed), Trust and Communication: Findings and Implications of Trust Research (Springer International Publishing 2021) - https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-72945-5_3 accessed 9 July 2021.
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of the EU’s Audiovisual Media Services Directive (AVMSD), for example, intends to make it easier for individuals to determine who is responsible for the content of the media service that shapes their opinion.\textsuperscript{44} Personalisation can reduce the usefulness of this information, given that a media organisation shows each individual a different collection of news items. At the same time, personalisation creates the opportunity to better suit the expectations of the individual who places trust in the media. Not only is it possible to show each individual which (types of) articles have been shown to them specifically, personalisation also allows individuals to control the news they receive more directly and ensure that personalisation functions in a way that better aligns the goals of the media organisation with their own. Article 27 DSA, which regulates the recommender systems used by online platforms, aims to engage with these factors by better enabling individuals to understand and influence the parameters of the recommender systems that determine how information is prioritised for them.\textsuperscript{45}

19 Secondly, transparency can enable and channel scepticism. By providing additional information and contextual cues, media regulation enables news consumers to assess for themselves whether they can trust reporting.\textsuperscript{46} Although this can involve explanations of individual editorial decisions, media regulation has generally focused on higher level explanations. Concretely, it involves information on the organisation providing the information, and whether editorial content is actually an advertisement.\textsuperscript{47} In doing so, regulation enables trust judgments regarding specific content or sources. Yet, key from a trust-perspective is that individuals are thus not expected to discount or doublecheck everything which they read, but rather that they can make broader trust judgments and rely on reporting until explanations trigger their scepticism.\textsuperscript{48}

19 Scepticism is at first glance incompatible with trust. However, media regulation prevents individuals from having to adopt generalised scepticism to the media as a whole by enabling individuals to distinguish between the trustworthiness of different pieces of media content.\textsuperscript{49} For example, the distinction between commercial and editorial content allows individuals to accept that while a media organisation may be influenced by external commercial pressures, these pressures are limited to the types of content labelled as advertising.\textsuperscript{50} Distinctions in self-regulatory ethics codes, such as the duty to clearly separate news and opinion, fulfil a similar function. Without such distinctions, individuals would be forced to adopt a more generalised scepticism to all reporting by a media organisation. Explanations of the different forces behind different content channel this scepticism, and thereby safeguard trust in the media organisation as a whole.\textsuperscript{51}

21 Finally, media regulation can enable trust repair. As citizens increasingly question journalists’ authority, it is not enough to put out responsibly produced content and assume that it will earn the trust of readers. It is also necessary to address questions as to journalistic authority by highlighting the accountability mechanisms with which the media organisation tries to prevent, detect, disclose, and address (perceived) violations of individuals’ trust.\textsuperscript{52} At the most basic level, this includes transparency on the norms to which media organisations consider themselves held, and acknowledgments when their reporting fails to live up to such norms. More recent work also emphasises the importance of providing the audience with a way to act on these explanations by providing criticism and feedback.\textsuperscript{53} Through these accountability processes, a more responsible media system can be incentivised.\textsuperscript{54} Going a step further, individuals could also be given the option to (temporarily) assume more control over the manner

\textsuperscript{44} AVMSD 2018 recital 16, article 5.

\textsuperscript{45} European Parliament legislative resolution of 5 July 2022 on the proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on a Single Market For Digital Services (Digital Services Act) and amending Directive 2000/31/EC (n 2) articles 25, 29, recital 62. Very large online platforms are defined as online platforms with 45 million or more EU users.
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in which a media organisation recommends news to them to create a space in which trust can be repaired. In this way, the media can limit the negative impact of (perceived) trust violations by giving the audience the opportunity to voice their scepticism and showing how these concerns are taken into account.

22 News personalization challenges the way in which existing legal transparency and control measures can enable trust by changing the way news is delivered. As argued above, the increasing use and importance of news personalization impact trust by changing the way in which organizations select what news their audience should be informed about. However, transparency or empowerment measures tailored to the traditional media system do not necessarily enable individuals to assess the trustworthiness of the algorithmic tools that increasingly determine how they are informed. In this context, factors such as the way a personalization algorithm impacts an individuals’ news diet, the (editorial) values it is designed to promote, or the type of content it can recommend are relevant as well. These factors generally fall outside the scope of traditional transparency and empowerment measures, however, as they focus on the content that is published (for example by requiring that any commercial content is clearly identified, and a wide variety of content is available) or publishers themselves (for example by requiring the disclosure of the identity of the media organization or commercial party influencing content, and ensuring the media system contains a variety of sources of content with which individuals can engage). As personalization algorithms increasingly mediate how individuals are exposed to content or sources, it becomes more important to adapt and expand on traditional transparency and empowerment measures in media regulation to allow individuals to assess the trustworthiness of the way information is algorithmically selected for them.

IV. Surveying individuals’ perspective on trust and law

23 Increasingly, policy efforts, such as the DSA as well as the various EU disinformation codes, begin to reinvent the role that law can play to safeguard trust in the light of the technological changes in the online media environment. What remains unclear, however, is to what extent regulatory initiatives aiming to promote trust in the media in the context of technological change are in line with the way in which individuals form trust. This aspect is crucial because it is ultimately the individuals themselves who determine whether they do or do not trust. If regulation is expected to actually promote the trust necessary for individuals and the media to fulfil their role in democratic society, it needs to take into account the perspective of the individuals who place this trust in the media.

24 To that end, Sections C and D report on the methodology and results of the survey exploring the transparency and control items that individuals find significant when it comes to their trust in organisations using personalisation to inform them. The items (see 2) were developed from a conceptual framework of algorithmic transparency obligations in the context of news personalisation. The framework combines algorithmic transparency and media transparency literature to distinguish between disclosures concerning the organisation that operates the personalisation algorithm, the sources shown, the data used, the algorithm itself, and the output. For the purposes of this survey, the framework was expanded with a number of control options serving as counterparts to the transparency items, as well as recent regulatory measures put forward in the context of trust in platform and disinformation discussions. The first set of research questions explores how important these transparency and control measures are to individuals when it comes to their trust in organisations which use personalisation to inform them.

RQ1a: how important are legal transparency measures to individuals’ trust in organisations that use news personalisation to inform them?

RQ1b: how important are legal control measures to individuals’ trust in organisations that use news personalisation to inform them?
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RQ2: is there a difference between the importance of transparency and control measures to individuals’ trust?

25 News personalisation has the potential to impact individuals’ trust in the organisations that use it because it changes the way in which the audience is informed.60 This would mean that the use of personalisation further limits the media’s ability to fulfil its role in society by reducing the number of individuals with high trust in the media. It is therefore important to know how news personalisation can be explained to or made controllable for individuals who already trust the media. At the same time, considerable policy and research attention is devoted to the need to prevent a decrease in trust. Research into analogue media indicates transparency is unlikely to restore the trust of individuals who have already lost trust in the media, given that the transparency is provided by an untrustworthy party.61 Conversely, control options may not face the same challenge because they allow an individual to limit the media’s influence over their news diet.62 In order to explore to what extent the tested transparency and control measures are suitable to enable individuals with high and low trust in the media respectively to trust organisations that personalise their news, the research asks the following questions:

RQ3a: is the extent to which individuals find transparency measures important related to their existing trust in the media?

RQ3b: is the extent to which individuals find control measures important related to their existing trust in the media?

26 Similarly, the importance attached to transparency of and control over personalisation algorithms may depend on an individual’s existing level of algorithmic literacy. Individuals first have to know what personalisation is and how it might affect them to gain an interest in better understanding or controlling a personalisation algorithm.63 Knowing what information and control measures (if any) are important to individuals with high algorithmic literacy may indicate which types of measures will become more important as public awareness of the personalisation algorithms used by platforms grows.64 This article thus aims to explore the following questions:

RQ4a: is the extent to which individuals find transparency measures important related to their algorithmic literacy?

RQ4b: is the extent to which individuals find control measures important related to their algorithmic literacy?

27 Finally, law’s ability to safeguard trust entails more than empowering individuals to protect themselves through transparency and control measures. An important way in which law protects trust is by prohibiting certain forms of behaviour, effectively reducing individuals’ level of vulnerability. The AI Act, which prohibits the use of certain AI systems deemed to be high risk, is an important recent example of this approach. Along similar lines, (self-)regulation of the media can limit unacceptable practices and provide individuals with further protection and certainty.65 In other words, there can also be a role for further-reaching measures, either in the form of legal obligations or self-regulation to protect the legitimate interests and rights of users and society.

RQ5a: how important are measures in (self-) regulation to individuals’ trust in organisations that use news personalisation to inform them?

RQ5b: is there a relationship between the importance of self-regulation and the importance of transparency to individuals’ trust in organisations that use news personalisation to inform them?

RQ5c: is there a relationship between the importance of self-regulation and the importance of con-

60 Monzer and others (n 13).


62 Monzer and others (n 13) 1153.


65 CoE, ‘New Notion of Media’ (n 29) para. 53; Gibbons (n 28) 216.
control to individuals’ trust in organisations that use news personalisation to inform them?

C. Methodology

The survey (Annex A) was distributed among a representative sample of the Dutch population. The total sample size was $N = 1009$. Representativeness was achieved based on age, gender, education, and region. The data collection was carried out by the research company IPSOS. The overall response rate was 27 per cent. The data collection took place between 15 and 20 April 2021 (5 days). The mean age of the sample was 48.17 ($SD = 16.68$ years), ranging from 18 to 89 years old. Half of the sample consisted of women (50 per cent). All respondents who successfully completed the survey received an incentive from the research company. A demographic overview of the sample is presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age categories ($M_{age} = 48.17$, $SD_{age} = 16.68$)</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
<th>Frequency (N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18-34 years</td>
<td>26.76</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-54 years</td>
<td>32.80</td>
<td>331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55+ years</td>
<td>40.44</td>
<td>408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>50.45</td>
<td>509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>49.55</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>16.65</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>39.94</td>
<td>403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>43.41</td>
<td>438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>8.52</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>22.60</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>25.77</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>29.83</td>
<td>301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three large cities (Amsterdam, Rotterdam &amp; The Hague)</td>
<td>13.28</td>
<td>13.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of the sample.

D. Results

To answer RQ1a and RQ1b, we asked respondents to indicate how important a number of concrete transparency and control measures were to their trust in media organisations that use news personalisation to inform them. Answer options ranged from 1 (not important at all) to 7 (very important). The measures and associated mean values and standard deviations can be found in Table 2. In addition, we also provide the Cronbach’s alphas as estimates of internal consistency (which are all very high). It can be concluded that all transparency and control measures are perceived to be important by the respondents. The mean scores are relatively high (all between 5-6, with 7 being the maximum score). This highlights that people find all the transparency and control measures in the context of the media organisation, the data, the algorithm, and the output to be relatively important.
To provide an answer to RQ2, we calculated the average score of all the transparency and control items from Table 2. The average mean score of all the transparency items together is $M = 5.47$, $SD = 1.09$; the average mean score for control was $5.54$, $SD = 1.07$. A t-test shows that there is a significant difference between these two values, meaning that people find control to be slightly more important than transparency: $t(1008) = -4.46$, $p < .001$. In addition, a Pearson correlation test shows that transparency and control are strongly correlated to each other ($r = .90$, $p < .001$). This means that the importance of transparency goes hand in hand with the importance of control measures.

To answer RQ3a and RQ3b, we conducted correlation analyses between individuals’ existing media trust and perceived importance of transparency and control measures. Results indicate a weak positive correlation between media trust and control ($r = 0.10$, $p < .01$). The exact same pattern for transparency: a weak positive relationship with media trust ($r = .12$, $p < .001$). These findings mean that people who have a higher media trust, also find control and transparency to be slightly more important.

To answer RQ4a and RQ4b, we ran correlation tests between people’s algorithmic literacy and perceived importance of transparency and control in news personalisation. Algorithmic literacy was measured based on items derived from a study of Zarouali, Boerman, and de Vreese. The correlation between algorithmic literacy and transparency was $r = .39$ ($p < .001$); between algorithmic literacy and transparency $r = .35$ ($p < .001$). These correlation coefficients indicate a moderate positive relationship. This means that people with a higher algorithmic literacy tend to perceive transparency and control measures as more important as well.

To answer RQ5a, we asked respondents to indicate the importance of (self-)regulation at each of the five stages of the model. The average mean score of the importance of (self-)regulation to individuals’ trust is $M = 5.33$. Finally, in answering RQ5b and RQ5c, we again ran correlation tests. We found that there is a strong positive relationship between the importance of (self)regulation and the importance of control measures ($r = .78$, $p < .001$); the exact same strong positive correlation was also found between regulation and transparency ($r = .78$, $p < .001$). This indicates that the perceived importance of (self-) regulation is very much associated with people’s perceived importance of transparency and control measures in news personalisation.

---

Zarouali, Boerman and de Vreese (n 64).
Max van Drunen, Brahim Zarouali and Natali Helberger

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The media organisation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transparency</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is clear to what extent journalists and editors determine the way news is personalised.</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is clear whether commercial parties such as advertisers influence the way news is personalised.</td>
<td>5.48</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is clear to what extent the media organisation uses algorithms from other companies to personalise the news.</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ability to choose between the personalisation algorithms of different companies on a website.</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The source of the articles</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transparency</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is clear what the identity of the source of a recommended article is.</td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is clear whether the source of a recommended article adheres to journalistic norms established by traditional media companies.</td>
<td>5.53</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is clear whether a recommended article comes from a government institution.</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is clear whether a recommended article is produced automatically or written by a human.</td>
<td>5.53</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ability to choose from which sources you will receive news.</td>
<td>5.64</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ability to choose to only receive news from sources that adhere to journalistic norms established by traditional media companies.</td>
<td>5.56</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The data</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transparency</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is clear what data is collected about you to personalize news.</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is clear for which other goals the collected data is used.</td>
<td>5.77</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is clear whether the collected data is shared with other parties.</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Recommenders you can rely on

Control

The ability to choose what data about you is used to personalise the news. 5.85 1.34
The ability to delete the data used to personalise news for you. 5.87 1.36

The algorithm

Transparency

It is clear why a specific article is recommended. 5.31 1.40
It is clear which factors have the most impact on the way news is personalised. 5.27 1.38
It is clear what goal the media organisation tries to achieve by personalising the news. 5.35 1.37

Control

The ability to turn news personalisation off. 5.94 1.32
The ability to indicate that a specific type of news article should be recommended more or less. 5.39 1.41
The ability to choose which factors have the most influence on the way news is personalised. 5.36 1.38
The ability to choose which goals the personalisation algorithm aims to achieve. 5.39 1.36

The output

Transparency

It is clear which parts of the site are personalised. 5.42 1.39
It is clear what type of news (for example, entertainment, politics, sport) has been recommended to you more often. 5.23 1.41
It is clear which important articles have not been recommended to you. 5.24 1.43

Control

The ability to choose to always see important articles. 5.68 1.40
The ability to see which sources or articles have not been recommended. 5.37 1.41
The ability to give feedback on the way news personalization works. 5.22 1.52

Overall Cronbach’s alpha

Transparency: .96
Control: .93

Table 2: overview of all transparency and control items with their respective mean values.
E. Discussion

Trust is a psychological process that law aims to enable for normative purposes. This article has argued that doing so successfully in the context of news personalisation first requires us to determine what kind of trust law should promote in this context. Section B has therefore argued that aligning expectations, facilitating scepticism, and enabling trust repair promotes the kind of trust is necessary for individuals and the organisations informing them to fulfil their role in democratic society. However, knowing why and how media regulation should promote trust is not sufficient. To actually promote trust, media regulation must also account for the perspective of the individuals that decide whether an organisation that uses personalisation is trustworthy. Sections C and D therefore report the results of a survey, developed from a conceptual framework of algorithmic transparency obligations in the context of news personalisation; it explores different transparency and control items that individuals find significant when it comes to their trust in organisations using personalisation to inform them.

This research reveals that individuals find the transparency and control items that are suitable for the kind of trust media regulation aims to promote important when they decide whether to trust an organisation using news personalisation to inform them. Moreover, there is only a weak relationship between respondents’ existing trust in the media, and the importance of transparency and control measures to their trust. Though transparency about and control over personalisation are slightly more important to individuals who already trust the media, individuals with lower trust in the media also find these measures important to be able to trust organisations using personalisation to inform them. Enabling individuals to trust organisations that use personalisation to inform them is important to both individuals who already trust the media as well as those with low trust in the media.

The differences between the value individuals attach to the various transparency and control items that we tested are relatively small. EU legislation that aims to improve the transparency of personalisation (and automated decision-making more generally) has traditionally focused on explaining the algorithms themselves. In particular, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) requires that the logic and envisaged consequences of automated decision-making are communicated to individuals, while Article 27 DSA requires online platforms to inform users about the main parameters of their recommender systems. Our results indicate that information about the functioning of personalisation algorithms is only a small (and slightly less relevant) portion of the information that is important to individuals’ trust. Also information beyond the functioning of personalisation algorithms, including transparency about the data or the source of the content used in personalisation, is important to individuals’ trust. The former, information about data processing, is regulated extensively in data protection law. The latter, information about the source of the content individuals see, has traditionally been an important aspect of media regulation. Measures adapting such information obligations to the online media environment are beginning to emerge in a fragmented fashion in self-regulation as well as EU and national law. Among others, the proposed AI Act and German Medienstaatsvertrag require that automatically generated content is labelled as such. In addition, self-regulation and soft law increasingly include transparency measures intended to inform individuals that content was produced by a government institution or by a media organisation that adheres to journalistic norms. The results indicate such transparency about the recommended content is also important to enabling individuals to judge the trustworthiness of the organisation that uses personalisation algorithms to recommend content to them, such as online platforms. This finding is also relevant to legacy media organisations, which often only recommend articles produced through their own editorial processes and exercise more traditional editorial control over the design of personalisation algorithms.

Fisher and others (n 40) 12.


However, individuals are not merely interested in knowing more; this research demonstrates that the ability to exercise control over the way in which news is personalised, is strongly correlated with and even slightly more important to individuals’ trust than transparency. In particular, half of all respondents indicate that the ability to stop personalisation is very important to their trust in organisations using the technology to inform them.

On an abstract level, individuals’ demand for control is in line with the goals that law aims to achieve by establishing algorithmic transparency obligations. The goal is not simply to provide more information to individuals, but also to enable individuals to choose what news to read, to hold organisations accountable, or to trust the use of news personalisation. Control options let individuals act on the information with which they are provided more directly. At the same time, research shows that individuals gain a better understanding of the manner in which a system functions by seeing how their control results in different outcomes. Our research similarly indicated a strong relationship between the importance individuals attach to transparency and control. In short, control and transparency are intertwined.

In practice, legislation focuses on transparency, and offers individuals few other options to exercise control over personalisation, most of which are focused on the information made available to them. On the positive side, the control option most important to individuals’ trust, the ability to stop personalisation, is also the central focus of EU regulation that addresses individuals’ control over personalisation algorithms. Article 38 DSA now requires very large online platforms to give users at least one option for their recommender system that is not based on profiling. Article 27 DSA moreover requires that users can choose between different options for recommender systems in the section of the platforms’ interface where recommendations are provided. Article 38 DSA is complemented by Article 22 GDPR, which regulates automated decision-making and profiling in general and similarly focuses on enabling individuals to reject personalisation by creating a right not to be subject to decisions solely based on automated processing. However, individuals’ ability to use this right to stop personalisation is subject to multiple exemptions relating to for example whether news personalisation is based on consent or a contract, or involves decisions with legal or similarly significant effect. Moreover, the GDPR does not regulate how the option to stop news personalisation should be offered to users, only requiring organisations to facilitate the exercise of the right provided under Article 22. Conversely for very large online platforms, the DSA makes it easier to exercise the control the respondents in our sample found to be most important for trusting organisations that use news personalisation, namely to stop personalisation.

The results also indicate that it is important to look beyond simply stopping personalisation. Though the ability to stop personalisation was the control option our respondents indicated was most important to their trust, it was by no means the only control option they valued. However, the DSA does not require platforms to offer users any other option than to stop personalised recommendations – it only requires that any options platforms offer voluntarily are easily accessible. The GDPR offers individuals few other options to exercise control over personalisation, most of which are focused on...
removing the data used for personalisation. As a result of regulation’s narrow focus on the ability to stop personalisation, users are faced with a take-it-or-leave-it choice: either they have to trust personalisation with the parameters and goals platforms choose, or they reject personalisation altogether in favour of a non-personalised offer. This option is made all the less attractive by the fact the DSA does not impose any requirements on the non-personalised option it requires very large online platforms to offer.

According to our results, EU law’s current focus on enabling individuals to stop personalisation misses the importance individuals attach to control options that allow them to influence how, rather than only if their news is personalised. Moreover, it disregards the central role personalisation algorithms fulfil in the online media system. By prioritising information for individuals based on their characteristics, personalisation algorithms make the overwhelming amount of content that is available online accessible. They can do so not only by providing individuals those news items they are most likely to engage with, but also by providing news that allows individuals to more deeply inform themselves about specific topics they are interested in or offer them diverse perspectives they do not normally encounter. The importance of personalisation algorithms for navigating the online media environment, as well as the different ways in which they can do so in support of users’ needs and public values, is neglected by EU law’s narrow focus on stopping personalisation. Instead, regulation that empowers users could enable them to ensure personalisation algorithms do what they trust them to do by giving them more control over how their news is personalised. The results surfaced a number of control options that individuals perceive to be important to their trust, such as the option to always see important articles, determine the sources from which news is received, choose what data is used to personalise their news, or choose which goals the personalisation algorithm aims to achieve.

Neither control nor transparency are sufficient. The existence of (self-)regulatory norms regarding the way in which personalisation functions, is also critical for trust. The need for such regulation is an essential part of the criticism against individual-oriented transparency and control measures. A focus on empowering individuals can shift policy attention away from the responsibilities that organisations using personalisation bear themselves. This creates the risk that individuals’ involvement replaces rather than complements platforms’ and the media’s responsibility for the use of news personalisation. The results above indicate that empowering individuals is not enough to create the conditions that can lead to trust. Instead, there was a strong relationship between a demand for more transparency and control, and a demand for (self-) regulation in order to support trust. Determining whether technology is trustworthy is therefore not only an individual concern, or individuals’ responsibility. Indeed, policymakers need to both enable individuals to ensure that organisations using news personalisation do what they trust them to do and adapt the regulatory mechanisms with which regulation has traditionally safeguarded trust. In that process, attention should be paid to the factors that individuals have indicated to be relevant to their trust, including information about the influence of

---

78 See for a full overview of the ways in which the GDPR can be used to influence personalisation Eskens (n 75).

79 European Parliament legislative resolution of 5 July 2022 on the proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on a Single Market For Digital Services (Digital Services Act) and amending Directive 2000/31/EC (n 2) recital 62; CoE, Declaration on the Financial Sustainability of Quality Journalism’ (n 34) para. 10, 12; Recommendation of the Committee of Ministers to Member States on Media Pluralism and Transparency of Media Ownership’ (n 68) para. 10, 2.3.


advertisers and other commercial interests on the way in which personalisation operates, or the ability of editors to exercise control over personalisation.43

Similarly, information about the data collected to make personalisation possible, and the other purposes for which it is used or actors with whom it is shared, is relatively important to individuals’ trust in whether organisations will inform them appropriately. The latter two factors are not directly related to the way in which media organisations inform individuals. As a result, when individuals determine whether they can trust an organisation using algorithms to inform them, they apparently also consider whether that organisation protects them from other risks that feature prominently in the public debate on technology.44 Ensuring that the norms in data protection law, which already entitle individuals to this information, are effectively applied is consequently also an important aspect of ensuring trust when the media uses technology to inform its audience.45 This especially holds true for public service media, which have a special obligation to act as a trusted source of information.46

Looking forward, exploring the role that general safeguards such as data protection play in supporting trust in different contexts is particularly important. This allows us to determine what role, if any, there is for overarching safeguards, as regards trust in horizontal legal frameworks such as the GDPR or AI Act. At the same time, it enables an analysis of the extent to which regulatory safeguards for trust need to take account of the specific context in which technology is employed. This is not only important to address the contextual nature of trust, it is also necessary to explore to what extent trust-supporting measures such as individuals’ control can be integrated in a way that respects values such as media freedom and editorial independence.

45 Bastian and others (n 76); Paul C Bauer and others, ‘Did the GDPR Increase Trust in Data Collectors? Evidence from Observational and Experimental Data’ (2021) 0 Information, Communication & Society 1 <https://doi.org/10.1080/1369118X.2021.1927138> accessed 24 May 2021.
46 Sørensen, Van den Bulck and Kosta (n 13).
Annex A - Survey

The questionnaire below was translated from the Dutch version originally shown to participants.

What is news personalisation?

News personalisation is a technology that is used to automatically show a different selection of news articles to each reader. You can see a good example in the image below. Here, NU.nl uses news personalisation to show readers “recommended articles” on part of its site.

Two things are essential to make news personalisation possible: data and algorithms.

1) First, data has to be collected from the readers, such as their reading behaviour (preferences and interests) or location.

2) Based on that data, algorithms are then used to recommend articles to readers.

Questionnaire

The media organisation

We now want to learn more about your trust in news personalisation. The following questions are about the different parties that can influence the way news is personalised.

How important are the following conditions for you to trust an organisation that uses news personalisation to inform you? (1: not important at all – 7: very important)?

Transparency:

- It is clear to what extent journalists and editors determine the way news is personalised.
- It is clear whether commercial parties such as advertisers influence the way news is personalised.
- It is clear to what extent the media organisation uses algorithms from other companies to personalise the news.

Control:

The ability to choose between the personalisation algorithms of different companies on a website.

The source of the articles

An algorithm can recommend news from different sources. Nu.nl, for example, only recommends its own articles. Conversely, Google News recommends articles from multiple media outlets, and Facebook recommends the articles its users upload.

How important are the following conditions for you to trust an organisation that uses news
personalisation to inform you? (1: not important at all – 7: very important)?

Transparency:
- It is clear what the identity of the source of a recommended article is.
- It is clear whether the source of a recommended article adheres to journalistic norms established by traditional media companies.
- It is clear whether a recommended article comes from a government institution.
- It is clear whether a recommended article is produced automatically or written by a human.

Control:
- The ability to choose from which sources you will receive news.
- The ability to choose to only receive news from sources that adhere to journalistic norms established by traditional media companies.

Data
To personalize news, data about you must be collected. This data is used to determine which news articles you are shown.

How important are the following conditions for you to trust an organisation that uses news personalisation to inform you? (1: not important at all – 7: very important)?

Transparency:
- It is clear what data is collected about you to personalize news.
- It is clear for which other goals the collected data is used.
- It is clear whether the collected data is shared with other parties.

Control:
- The ability to choose what data about you is used to personalize the news.
- The ability to delete the data used to personalize news for you.

Algorithm
In addition to your data, other information is also used to recommend articles. For example, how recent an article is, or what the subject is.

How important are the following conditions for you to trust an organisation that uses news personalisation to inform you? (1: not important at all – 7: very important)?

Transparency:
- It is clear why a specific article is recommended.
- It is clear which factors have the most impact on the way news is personalised.
- It is clear what goal the media organisation tries to achieve by personalising the news.

Control:
- The ability to turn news personalisation off.
- The ability to indicate that a specific type of news article should be recommended more or less.
- The ability to choose which factors have the most influence on the way news is personalised.
- The ability to choose which goals the personalisation algorithm aims to achieve.

The news offer
Because of news personalisation you will see some articles more, and some articles less.

How important are the following conditions for you to trust an organisation that uses news personalisation to inform you? (1: not important at all – 7: very important)?

Transparency:
- It is clear which parts of the site are personalised.
- It is clear what type of news (for example, entertainment, politics, sport) has been recommended to you more often.
- It is clear which important articles have not been recommended to you.

Control:
- The ability to choose to always see important articles.
- The ability to see which sources or articles have not been recommended.
- The ability to give feedback on the way news
personalisation works.

Closing questions

Knowledge about and trust in news personalisation

The following questions are about your awareness of the use of algorithms in the media. There are no right or wrong answers, this is not a test. We are interested in your own opinion. Please indicate to what extent you are aware of the following statements:

1. Algorithms are used to recommend posts to me on Facebook.
2. Algorithms show other people different posts than the ones I see.
3. Algorithms are used to customize certain posts on Facebook.
4. Algorithms are used to prioritize certain posts over other posts on Facebook.

Likert scale from 1 (completely unaware) to 7 (fully aware).

How much do you trust the media? (1: not at all to 7: very much).

Use of information and control

- How likely is it that you will pay attention to information about news personalisation, provided it is easy to see and understand? (1: not likely at all – 7: very likely)

- How likely is it that you will exercise control over how news is personalised, provided this control is easy to exercise? (1: not likely at all – 7: very likely)

Regulation of news personalisation

- Whose job is it to make sure you can control news personalisation?
  - The government.
  - The media.
  - The platforms such as Facebook and Google
  - The organisation that personalizes news.
  - Nobody.

- Whose job is it to make sure you can get information about news personalisation?